Geography
Locational knowledge

Knowledge Organiser
Carnival of the Animals Year 1
Key vocabulary
country

Definitions
A nation with its own government

continent

A large area of land mostly made up
of several countries

ocean

Oceans are vast bodies of water that
cover roughly 70% of the earth.

sea

A smaller body of water

equator

The imaginary line that runs around
the middle of the earth

map
globe
composer
conductor

History & Music

carnival
suite
movement
orchestra

Key knowledge
What I know already
There are seven continents in the world.
The 7 continents of the world are Europe, Asia, Africa, Antarctica,
North America, South America and Australasia.
The UK is in Europe.
There are 5 oceans in the world.
The 5 oceans are the Atlantic, Pacific, Arctic,
Indian and Southern Oceans.

New knowledge
The United Kingdom is in Europe.
France is in Europe.
A picture of an area of the earth on a Habitats like jungle and deserts are in hotter countries on continents
like Africa, Asia and South America.
flat surface
It is hotter in countries that are closer to the equator.
A round ball with a map of the earth
The Arctic is a very cold area in the North of the earth.
on
The Antarctic is a very cold continent in the south of the earth.
A person who writes music
Charles-Camille Saint-Saëns was a French composer, organist,
conductor and pianist born nearly 200 years ago in 1835.
The leader of a musical group
At this time in England, not many children went to school but instead
A festival often involving music and
worked in factories.
dancing
There were no televisions or phones and no way to record music.
A collection of short musical pieces
Wealthy people would go to theatres to listen to an orchestra play
A part of a piece of music
music.
The Carnival of the Animals is a musical suite composed by SaintA group of musicians who play
Saëns.
different instruments and perform
It has fourteen movements and each movement represents a different
together
animal.

Key skills
Identifying and classifying animals
Comparing and contrasting animals and the habitats where they live
Collecting and recording temperature and rainfall

Knowledge Organiser
Carnival of the Animals Year 1
Key vocabulary
mammal
fish

Definitions
A warm blooded animal with a backbone that
drink their mother’s milk
A cold blooded animal that lives in water

bird

A warm blooded animal with feathers

amphibian

carnivore

A cold blooded animal with moist skin that lives on
land and water
A cold blooded animal with dry skin that lives on
land and in water
A very small animal with a hard covering on its
body and six legs
An animal which eats mostly meat

herbivore

An animal which eats only plants

omnivore

An animal which lives on a diet of meat and plants

habitat

The natural environment of a plant or animal

environment
season

The area in or on which people, animals, and
plants live
One of four parts of a year

weather
temperature

Conditions outside
Degree of heat or cold

reptile

Science - seasons

Science - animals

insect

Key knowledge
Animals live in different habitats.
Animals need the right sort of food to stay healthy.
Scientists who study animals observe them carefully in their habitats
and treat them with respect.
Horses, sheep, rabbits, elephants and kangaroos are herbivores.
Lions, wolves, cats, dogs and polar bears are carnivores.
Humans, pigs, hedgehogs and
other bears are omnivores.

What I know already
There are four seasons:- Summer; Autumn; Winter; Spring
It gets darker earlier in the Winter.
The clocks go back an hour at the end of October
Days are longer in the summer and shorter in the winter.
Days are warmer in the summer and colder in the winter

